Class: Span 496 - Special Topic  
Instructor: Dr. Madeline Camara

Students who went:
Aracely Bojorquez, Int. Business
Karla Castro, Spanish
Blary de la Cruz, Liberal Studies
Juan C. Dominguez, Lib. Studies
Laura Esquer, Liberal Studies
Karla Hernandez, Spanish
Margarita Jimenez, Spanish
Nancy Monroy, Liberal Studies
Lucy Montano, Spanish
Patricia Reyes, Spanish
Claudia Rivera, Int. Business
Socorro Von Borstel, Spanish

"My stay in Spain was phenomenal. Everyday was a new adventure, something to look forward to. It is hard to put into words how much this experience meant to me. It is my wish that every student could go through this extraordinary experience. This was my first time in Spain, but it will not be my last for I loved every minute of the trip and I would not hesitate to do it all over again."

Blary de la Cruz - Summer 2000